
TAKATA AIRBAG RECALL: FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

Are all airbags affected by this recall? 

No. The recall is specific to those airbag inflators produced by automotive supplier company Takata 

over a certain period of time, and from several factories. The airbag inflators were exported all over 

the world, but largely to Japan and the US. 

Why is the airbag in my car now such a danger to me? 

Ammonium nitrate is the chemical compound inside the airbag inflator used to generate the 

contained explosive force to deploy the airbag so quickly. Airbags cannot be deployed without some 

form of electronic “trigger”, or signal, generated in a collision. The reason why the problem has 

emerged over a number of years is as a result of very small amounts of moisture being slowly 

absorbed into the ammonium nitrate, causing it to degrade. This means that the age of the airbag is 

one of the factors which may lead to mis-deployment. 

How can I check whether my vehicle is affected? 

Go to the website www.IsMyAirbagSafe.com.au and enter your state and number plate, or contact 

your vehicle manufacturer directly. Some vehicles are being recalled now, and some will be in the 

future. Your manufacturer can offer you the best possible advice on this. 

Can my faulty airbag be deployed without being involved in an accident? 

All the available evidence says NO. But vehicle collisions can happen at any time, and unexpectedly. 

Should your car be affected by this recall, the risks of a mis-deployment are far too great to ignore 

and you should contact your nearest authorised dealer. 

What is an alpha airbag inflator and are these more dangerous? 

Alpha inflators were manufactured in a limited number of Takata plants and were installed on some 

affected vehicles between 1999 and 2004. Not all manufacturers installed alpha inflators in their 

vehicles however, these inflators have a higher risk of failure. 

If you suspect your vehicle has an alpha airbag inflator, you need to contact your dealer or vehicle 

distributor immediately. The replacement of Alpha airbag inflators is an utmost priority. If you have 

a vehicle with an alpha airbag inflator, you must stop driving the vehicle immediately. 

How do I know if my car is affected by this recall? 

You can check very quickly via the website www.IsMyAirbagSafe.com.au and entering your state and 

number plate or by texting the word TAKATA to 0487 247 224. Additionally, all the affected models 

are listed on the ACCC’s Product Safety Australia website. Alternatively, you can contact your dealer 

or manufacturer and provide them with your Vehicle Identification Number (VIN). The VIN will 

immediately identify the vehicle, and advice will be provided on the next steps. 

Who do I contact if I find my car is affected by the recall? 

Contact your nearest authorised dealer, or the manufacturer, immediately. They will advise you 

whether your vehicle is affected now, or will be required to be recalled in the future. 

I have never taken my car to a dealer before. Will he charge me? 

All affected airbag inflators are replaced free of charge. 

http://www.ismyairbagsafe.com.au/
http://www.ismyairbagsafe.com.au/
https://www.productsafety.gov.au/news/takata-airbag-recalls-affecting-australian-consumers


My car is a grey import that wasn’t sold through the authorised dealer network. Will the dealer 

who sold me the vehicle still replace the airbag? 

Many of the brands are assisting with information to support owners of vehicles which have been 

privately imported, or imported outside the authorised network. Generally, the company which 

imported or re-engineered the vehicle must make arrangements to recall and rectify the vehicle on 

your behalf. Even those cars which are affected by the recall but were not sold through the 

authorised network must be rectified free of charge. 

Is my vehicle safe to drive until the problem is rectified? 

Vehicle manufacturers are moving swiftly to rectify this issue and once you identify your vehicle to 

your dealer or manufacturer, further advice will be promptly provided. Scientific study of the issue 

has found that certain factors, such as long term exposure to humid climates with high temperature 

changes, may increase the risks. The manufacturer which produced your vehicle will provide you 

with the best possible safety advice regarding your vehicle and your circumstances. 

Are manufacturers putting the same brand of airbag inflator back in to replace the recalled one? 

Yes, in some cases, but only because the brand new version of the same airbag inflator immediately 

eliminates the risks presented by the old one. This action is most likely to be taken because the 

manufacturer has been unable to readily source an alternative to the Takata airbag. If this occurs, 

the manufacturer will take your details and be back in touch with you to fit a replacement as soon as 

one becomes available. The international research shows that the new airbags will have a minimum 

safe operating life of at least 6 years and could last up to 25 years. 

 

 

 

 


